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Introduction
• Traditional astrology lasted for about 2000 years, in many empires,
countries, and languages.
• My Traditional Astrology for Today gives a lot of historical
background.
• I focus on the Islamic period in Baghdad, from about 750 – 850 AD.
• Important astrologers Masha’allah, Sahl b. Bishr, Abu Ma’shar:
Persian astrologers writing in Arabic.
• We will look at the most important concepts, how to interpret any
house, and the most important predictive techniques.

Special differences
There are special differences between traditional and modern:
1. Rulership: the lord or ruler of a sign manages whatever topic
that sign indicates.
2.

There are many types of dignity: sign/house, exaltation,
triplicity, bound, and face.

3.

Use benefic and malefic planets. Mercury varies according to
his aspects and conjunctions.

4. Sect. A chart is either diurnal (“of the day”) or nocturnal (“of
the night”). The planets are also divided into diurnal and
nocturnal planets. This affects many things.
5. Time lords. The most important predictive techniques use
“time lords,” which show when a natal topic is “activated.”
These are usually monitored in real time in solar revolutions.

Other special things
• Use only the 7 traditional planets and their rulerships: no outer
planets, no asteroids. (Jupiter rules Pisces, Saturn rules Aquarius,
Mars rules Scorpio.)
• We will use whole-sign aspects as well as degree-based aspects.
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• We will also refer to the
seven “good” or “suitable” or
“advantageous” or “busy”
places. These all aspect the
Ascendant by sign:
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House system: Use whole signs for topics of life,
but quadrant divisions for strength

Whole signs, with only ASC/DESC
and MC/IC shown

Hybrid, showing whole signs and
Alchabitius Semi-Arcs for divisions

Goals:
1. Use traditional principles to quickly identify a few interesting
items in the chart, and what they mean.
2. Have a basic interpretive method for topics: use it every time.
3. Learn one time-lord predictive technique you like, and use it
every time. (In the future, add one real-time technique, like
solar revolutions or transits.)
Avoid intuition, guesswork, and favorite planets (especially the
outer planets or the Sun). Ask the chart the question you want,
and use the method every time to find the answer.
It’s best to find a few reliable methods you can be good at, and use
them every time. Do more complicated things later.

Key principles for chart overview
Get a general sense of the chart, to get the conversation
going – don’t try to answer every question beforehand.
• Sect: identifies suitability and favorability of planets.
• Angularity: identifies the prominence and stimulation
of planets, or their obscurity and dullness.
• Dignities and counter-dignities: the organization,
confidence, and respect of planets, or their
disorganization, unreliability, and lack of respect.
• Aversion and configuration: shows how constant and
reliable the planetary management is.
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S is diurnal if he
rises before Q,
but nocturnal if he
rises after him.

Planets are divided into two “sects” or groups, each with a luminary,
benefic, and malefic.
Diurnal planets have more independent power, firmness, authority, and
boundaries.
Nocturnal planets are more relational, subject to alteration, responsive,
and liable to cross boundaries.

Planets behave differently when they are of the sect or contrary to it:
Of the sect: more constructive, higher status, respect, safe, lawful.
Contrary to sect: less constructive, lower status, less respect, unsafe, unlawful.
Benefics:
• Of the sect, more benefit and less harm.
• Contrary: middling benefit, sluggish, slower to benefit.
Malefics:
• Of the sect, more focus, competence, and good things of its type, even with
problems.
• Contrary: more harm (incl. to native), extremes, incompetence.
Mars: leadership and strength, vs. conflict and fear.
Saturn: slow motion and asceticism vs. sluggishness and being stripped of goods.
This creates an “early warning system”:
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What is sect of chart?
What is sect status of Mercury?
Who are best and worst planets (by sect)?

What is sect of chart?
What is sect status of Mercury?
Who are best and worst planets (by sect)?

Angularity: Advancing and Withdrawing
• This is a “dynamic” concept,
refers to quadrant divisions.
• Planets moving towards the
axes are “advancing,” have
status, strength, are
stimulated, and more public.
• Planets moving past the axes
are “withdrawing” or
“retreating,” are more
obscure, weak, low energy,
and private.
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In this figure, V is advancing,
U is withdrawing

Most advancing planet?
Withdrawing planets?
Lord of Ascendant?
Lord of MC?

Most advancing planet?
Withdrawing planets?
Lord of Ascendant?
Lord of MC?

Dignities and counter-dignities
Domicile. Shows confidence,
control, organization, unity.
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Detriment. Shows disunity,
uncertainty, disorganization,
corruption, or something unusual
or countercultural.

Exaltation. Shows something
esteemed, of good quality, pride,
values.
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Fall. Shows something despised,
ignored, of low quality or value

Any notable dignities or counter-dignities?
What do you think they mean?

Any notable dignities or counter-dignities?
What do you think they mean?

Aversion
• Aversion is a non-relationship between signs: signs which do not
aspect or look at each other. Planets in aversion to each other, cannot
affect each other.
• Some terms for it: “turned away from,” “not looking at,” “falling away
from.”
• You should always note whether a planet looks at, or is in aversion to,
other planets and signs. Start using it today!
Configurations/aspects
• Light
• Connection
• Knowledge
• Control
• Consistency
• Presence

Aversion
• Darkness
• Lack of connection
• Ignorance
• Lack of control
• Inconsistency
• Absence

Jupiter in Aversion to…
• Jupiter is configured by
aspect to planets and
places he can see by sign.
“Aspect” means “look at.”
• He is always in aversion to
the four places he cannot
see.
• Likewise, a sign (like
Capricorn) is in aversion
to a sign (like Gemini).
• Many “minor” aspects
might be better
understood as aversion.
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When looking at a house, ask:
Can the lord of the sign see it?
Sahl, On Choices Ch. 2:
32 For truly the position of the planet which does not look at its own
house is the position of the man who is absent from his home, so he is
not capable of repelling [anyone] from it nor blocking [anyone].
33 And if the planet did look at its own house, it would be in the
position of the owner of the home (which he protects), so one who is
in the home is wary of him, and one who is outside the home is afraid
of going to it.

Aversion: when a planet does not see its house
J
When a planet is in
aversion to its own sign,
then the topic it rules
suffers instability,
abrupt changes, lack of
communication and
control, etc. It can also
show travel.
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General examples of lords in aversion to their houses
• Lord 1st: In 12th, takes a long time to figure out who you are,
feeling like a stranger. In 6th, little independence because you
are burdened with others’ tasks.
• Lord 3rd: Many half-siblings around the world, unknown to
native; not good connection to siblings.
• Lord 4th: Moving far away from home in order to find oneself;
lack of deep connection to family and concepts of family.
• Lord 9th: Sudden breaks and changes in career and use of the
education.
• Lord 11th: Breaks in friendships, friends move away. Joining
groups because one is wandering.

Example of aversion: 10th House
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• The lord of the 10th is
in aversion to it; what
does this signify?

i

j

• Is the exalted lord in
aversion? What does it
signify?

Aversion and the “bad places”
• Unlike the seven “good places,”
the four “bad places are all in
aversion to the rising sign.
• All involve some kind of
danger, fear, ignorance.
• How do the 12th and 2nd differ
from the 8th and 6th?
• How do the 8th and 12th differ
from the 2nd and 6th?
• Is internal to astrology, not a
separate theory brought into
astrology.
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Basic house interpretation
For any house, interpret in this order:
• Location: planets in the house (and their condition). What planets are they,
what do they rule? They will condition the topic in this way.
• Configuration to sign: how do other planets harm or help the topic? Best is
aversion to malefics and configured to benefics, especially 3/$.
• Lord of sign: Its nature, condition, and location. This shows how and where
the topic will manifest over time. Does it see its sign?
• Closest aspect to lord. This adds details to the lord.
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1st house:
•
• Lord of 1st sees the house.
• Lord of 1st in 10th, exalted.
• Mercury sextiles lord of 1st.

Jupiter is in it (and is lord of 9th, 12th).
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1st house:
• What sign is it?
• Planets in it?
• Configuration to it?
• Lord of sign?
• Aspects to lord of sign?

1st house:
• What is it? Aquarius
• Planets in it? No
• Configuration to it? Square
Saturn, trine both benefics
• Lord of sign? Saturn, in 10th,
retrograde
• Aspects to lord of sign? Sextile
Mars, opposed to Mercury.
Native is solitary, hard-working,
loves learning, skeptical,
sometimes makes enemies
without intending to.

9th house:
• Planets in it?
• Configuration to it?
• Lord of sign?
• Aspects to lord of sign?

9th house:
• Planets in it? No
• Configuration to it? Square
Mars, trine benefics.
• Lord of sign? Venus, advancing,
with Jupiter, in 5th (good
place).
• Aspects to lord of sign? In same
sign as Jupiter.
Religion very strong in life, a
good influence, spirituality
associated with art and feelings
of love. Held meetings in her
home (Venus on IC). But
sometimes people are jealous of
her (Mars).

4th house:
• Planets in it?
• Configuration to it?
• Lord of sign?
• Aspects to lord of sign?

4th house:
• Planets in it? Sun, Moon,
Mercury
• Configuration to it? Opposed
to Saturn
• Lord of sign? Venus, in 5th,
advancing, in own sign. (But
Moon in it.)
• Aspects to lord of sign? Venus:
with Jupiter.
Comes from a respected family
with respected parents. She
plays an important role in her
family.
As an adult, her own home and family had many problems and
unhappiness; lost her home, is living with brother.

Profections
Time lords are signs or planets that govern a period of life, not a single
event. They activate basic themes in the natal chart, so can be repeated.
Profections are very important and easy to do.
• The ASC is on itself at birth
(age 0). Advance by 1 sign
every year after that.
• Interpret each house, but
treat it as being activated in
that year, as an important
theme.
• You can profect anything,
but focus on the Ascendant.
• Do this right away, for the
client’s current year.
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• The sign is the “sign of the year.”
• The lord of the sign is the “lord of the year.”
• A planet in the sign may be more important than the lord of the year.
Age 47:
Sign of year: Capricorn/12th
Mars in it, exalted
Lord of year: Saturn
What do you think the year
was about?
Do Age 50:
What do you think the year
was about?

Example #2:
Age 31: 8th / Taurus / Venus
1. Sign of the year. The 8th, Mars in it
and Saturn squaring it. Difficult, with
debt, fear, crisis, mortality.
2. Planet in sign of year. Mars, lord of
7th and 2nd. Was in a lawsuit. Sudden
decision to leave country. Conflict in
new country. No money.
3. Lord of year. Venus (fun, music) in
aversion (travel and instability), in 9th
(travel), with lord of 9th (Mercury)
and lord of 10th (Moon). Trying to
survive as professional singer.

Example #3:

Try Age 27:
Sign/topic of year:
Planet in sign of year:
Lord of year:

Age 27:
• Home, parents (4th). Sun in
aversion, with Mars in fall: parents
may lose home.
• Living with fraternity brothers /
roommates (Sun in 3rd), conflict
and anger (Mars burned, in fall).

Example #4:

Try Age 29:
Sign/topic of year:
Planet in sign of year:
Lord of year:

Age 29:
• Working hard (6th).
• Starts painting (Venus).
• Starts buying and raising fish (6th).
• New, beautiful apartment (Venus).

